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“…technology has always been with us. It is not something outside
society, some external force by which we are pushed around…
society and technology are reflections of one another.”
- Beyond the Ivory Tower, Solly Zuckerman.

Scene from Metropolis, directed by Fritz Lang, 1927, © Underwood & Underwood/CORBIS.

technological relations
This exhibition skirts the edges of a vast area that I am
passionate about: technology. At a fundamental level, technology
permeates our dealings with one another and informs the
frameworks of our perception. It can loosely be defined as the
systematic application of skills and ideas developed over time,
often through manipulating the raw matter of the world to fulfil
our needs and desires. It is not necessarily complex, nor limited
to material objects that the hand can touch. Its roots lie deep in
the millennia of slow and simple change, branching out into the
divergent possibilities of this modern age. From the harnessing
of fire and the development of language, to the splitting of the
atom and the sequencing of the human genome, we seek
understanding and control. There is also technology far less
spectacular, transparent applications that are integrated into
our lives, from hot water kettles and mobile phones to electronic
funds transfers and television broadcasts. We are saturated in a

world that we have modified. We integrate these developments
into our lifestyles, language and world-view. The borders between
our technology and our selves are becoming increasingly hard to
delineate.
The jewellers and artists whose works are displayed in this
exhibition show a diverse range of approaches and concerns,
pointing to key issues in our dealings with technology. The way
we relate to the technology that we create is diverse, varying
immensely across the globe. Some works here deal with specific
technologies, such as genetic manipulation or robotic vision
research. Other works deal with basic issues of technology,
including methods of hand-making and conscious re-use of
materials. Underpinning all the work is a general questioning of
how we relate to technology, and how we can use it to transform
our lives to better suit our needs. Ultimately, the issue of where
to locate our own identity in the face of our increasingly complex

creations leaves us with a crucial question - where does
technology integrate seamlessly with our lives, and where does
it become the mysterious primal Other?
Art and culture are full of tales of the artificial made incarnate;
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein 1817, Carlo Carloddi’s Pinocchio
1880, the tale of the Jewish golem, or Fritz Lang’s futuristic
film Metropolis 1927. Many of these tales describe animate
creations that develop free will, or carry on the will of their
creator. They are, in a basic subconscious sense, an extension
of their makers. These archetypal tales describe a common
desire to further ourselves, in order that we may encompass
and control more. Within these tales there is a dichotomy
about how we perceive our creations – they are part of us, yet
separate. We are entranced by their power, yet we fear them for
their separateness, and our lack of control. This is technology
at its most primeval, directed and perceived through the
entanglements of the human soul.

The development of technology is directed by our views and
beliefs. Our hopes and fears, our cares and desires, manifested
into the world we create, with ever-increasing power. It is vitally
important to develop common awareness of our consumption
and production and to bring technological development in line
with real needs - physical, emotional and mental. There is an
obligation to identify more closely with the world that we create,
to feel it as part of ourselves, and to take responsibility for it.
Through such a relationship with our technology, we will be
better placed to take care of each other and of the natural world
which surrounds us.
The works collected here ask these and other questions about
how we relate to technology. Many pieces centre on the
practice of jewellery, drawing the intimate nature of wearability
into a dialogue with our relationship to technology. In direct
contact with our bodies, these works exploit the inherent
qualities of jewellery to connect the wearer to their concepts,
acting as amulets and fetishes to further reinforce their concerns
at a bodily level. As a whole, the works exhibited here hint at

the expansive nature of what we define as technology, in both
material and metaphysical terms. Individually, they critique,
champion, and recontextualise the skills and knowledge we use
to manipulate and understand the world around us.

personal and social development. Through sensitive alterations
and associations of model parts and found objects, he explores
the promise that technology will deliver us into broader, more
expansive possibilities.

The Semi-Living Worry Doll series by Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr
explore the hopes and fears of biotechnology, asking whether
we are yet thoughtful and mature enough to bear so much
wisdom and the potential of its application. These questions
are left open and unanswered in their work, allowing a sense
of self-doubt to creep in and reveal the full impact of a practice
which questions its own nature. Other works use technology as
a tool to enable greater health, connection and empathy, such
as Leah Heiss’s Arrhythmia. Working with new technologies
she creates a sense of support and emotive integration with
her technologically-enabled objects, using electronics to bridge
the divide between individuals and bring about greater social
cohesion. With a sense of reverie and nostalgia for a distant
future realm, Nicholas Bastin delves into the imagined possibilities
of technology, of alternates that suggest divergent paths of

More immediate concerns of waste and consumption drive Mark
Vaarwerk, plying his skills to transform ubiquitous packaging
into precious wearables. Using simple technology as ancient
as a drop spindle, he spins strands of waste plastic into bright
desirable objects, illuminating a culture of consumerism and
mass production, all the while firmly anchored in a practice of
direct material manipulation. Also re-using, and dramatically
reconfiguring the original in an alternate context, Vernon Bowden
casts a critical eye on the trappings of western culture, using
iconic elements of technology as a base material to create
incisive socio-political works. Using materials as diverse as
colonial musket shot balls and lawnmowers, he juxtaposes the
technology of our society with the culturally-loaded form of the
Barbie doll, drawing attention to disparities between our social
ideals and our present realities.

Working within the esoteric field of electronic technology, two
artists in the exhibition create works of high complexity using their
knowledge of specialised areas. Kirsty Boyle explores the sense
of the Other through her photographic works that question our
perception of robotics and of technology. There are subtle shifts in
her images of robotic vision, the viewpoint floating between that of
reflected self-image to the watching eyes of a nameless machine.
The work scans the line between ourselves and technology,
bringing light to nebulous areas of identity. In a very different way,
Ryota Kuwakubo playfully examines the role of technology as
mediator and extender of our perceptions by creating interactive
works that equally confuse and enlighten. His latest work,
Sightphone, translates visual images into soundscapes, toying
with electronic sensing of the world in a synaesthetic crossover
of information. Ryota’s other works in the exhibition, including
Bitman, blur boundaries between artistic and commercial
practices, underlining issues of mass production and marketing,
key elements in the history of technological development.

The works in fuse ask questions of our relationship with
technology, calling for greater awareness of technology
by individuals within society. They promote ideas of active
participation, directing the development of industry and science
to better fulfil our needs and desires. The works talk of greater
respect for each other and for the material world which we
manipulate. As our creations become more powerful and more
efficient, our need for such respect grows equally alongside
such development. These artists actively engage with the
current state of technology seeking to effect the direction of
our technological evolution. Through concept and questioning,
through the hands of the maker, in the eyes of the audience and
against the skin of the wearer, these works aim to re-connect us
to the world which we have created around us.

Sean O’Connell
Curator.

Scene from Metropolis, directed by Fritz Lang, 1927, © Bettmann/CORBIS.

the devices that shape us
I was taking a walk in a national park recently and a young
man ran past me talking loudly to himself. Thirty years ago
my first thought might have been to inform the police that a
dangerous lunatic was at large. However I did not bat an eyelid.
Such behaviour is now normal, I didn’t even bother to check
the device he was using. Others were also wandering along
with a mobile phone earpiece in one ear and an iPod in the
other. The sounds of the bush and a relationship to the natural
world which I sought was not even on their radar screens. It
was exercise, and an endorphin hit. The music augmented the
intensity of the work out, like ecstasy at a rave party.
Our norms and how we experience ourselves are increasingly
shaped by the prosthetic devices that we both crave and
eventually depend upon. When did you last do mental
arithmetic? Despite being able to add up, multiply, and subtract

in my head, I don’t do it any more. Either I have become
too lazy or too reliant on the calculator on my computer, or
perhaps I’ve lost confidence in what I once could do. It’s like
the embarrassment of being asked to sing an Australian song
or do an Australian dance when visiting a more traditional
culture. We’re surrounded by music and art, but we rarely make
it ourselves. We are paradoxically enriched and diminished
by the CD’s and digital images that surround us. We become
the passive consumers of cultural products rather than their
creator. What were once the learned attributes of cultural
expression, passed on from one generation to another - the
stories, songs and dances that held the meaning of the tribe have now been morphed into a globalised and homogenous
raft of cultural products and our only creative engagement is in
making consumer choices.

One of the unique characteristics of both primate and human
culture has been the use of tools - and more specifically, the
extraordinary expansion of our reliance on prosthetic devices technologies that augment the limitations of our physical
and mental capabilities. The use of a straw on the part of a
chimpanzee to extract termites from a mound, or that of a rock
to break open a bone to extract marrow, these were the first
small steps in our trajectory toward technological modernity.
Once taken, these first steps drove our cultural evolution towards
an ever-expanding propensity for tool use. The transformations
of human civilizations have come about as consequences
of extending our individual and collective capacities to invent
and use more and more sophisticated devices - the pulley to
augment our strength, the knife our dexterity, the arrow and the
aeroplane our control of distance, the lens our limited sight; the
printed book expanded our cultural knowledge, the computer
our memory and cognitive abilities; bionic body parts and
metal joints improve mobility, and drugs to increase longevity,

manage mood, and enhance performance. We have seemingly
overthrown the natural constraints of time and place.
Our tools are the milestones by which we measure our long
trajectory from primate culture to that of our contemporary
scientific and technological civilization. Our ingenious devices
have been the drivers of our cultural evolution, for in contrast to
biological evolution through natural selection, cultural evolution can
be rapid and independent of any relationship to the natural world.
Technological innovation and change also drives social learning
that becomes crucial to our identity and cognitive flexibility.
We have become more plastic, able to cast off and adopt new
norms with remarkable speed compared to other animals. It is
here that culture and technology fuse to the extent that our
identity is more a product of our relationship to technological
systems than to the natural systems that once shaped us - and
here’s the rub.

Last year, for the first time in human history, the majority of
the world’s population became urban, city dwellers. Urbanity
has been the great liberator of human potential, and since
the 13th century has been the driving force towards the
economic and technological infrastructure that we associate
with modernity – running water, sanitation, public hospitals,
schools and transport, etc. However, is there a point where our
constructed world, built on those prosthetic consumer devices
we are so dependent on, disconnects us from our more basic
links and kinship with the natural world, and diminishes our
appreciation of the balance of natural systems and of their finite
nature? We are in danger of becoming the subjects of our own
science-fiction fantasies, a sort of ‘blade runner world’ where
‘wants’ become ‘needs’ in an ever more frantic feeding frenzy
of technological consumption. We just have to have the latest
mobile phone, the latest computer system, the latest drug, even
when what we already have is sufficient.
1 Neil Postman, Amusing ourselves to Death, New York, 2005.

While this consumerism drives the contemporary global
economy and our newfound sense of affluence, it is also
a driver of the polluted rivers and atmosphere and the
destruction of the very natural resources that sustain life
itself. We have traded ‘the great outdoors’ for ‘the great
indoors’ of media enchantment. In our narcissistic obsession
with technological enhancement we may have struck a
dangerous Faustian bargain, one that could so disconnect us
from the natural world around us that we fail to read or even
understand the signs of its devastation. Perhaps, as Neil
Postman observed in relation to our contemporary cultural
preoccupation with the virtual reality of digital media, we might
well be ‘entertaining ourselves to death’.
Dr John Merson
Teacher and writer about technology, environment and
development at the University of New South Wales.

nicholas bastin
Nicholas Bastin explores the technological promises of boyhood,
uncovering fractured utopias rich with possibility. Inspired by the
fantastical excursions of science-fiction and plastic anime toys of
modern Japan, he explores our desires and fears played out within
the alternate worlds of personal and shared mythologies.
His works are portals to other places - artifacts of a distant future,
or amuletic charms from an alternate realm. He is influenced by
contemporary tales of popular culture, gaming aesthetics, Japanese
Otaku culture, and particularly by the Japanese traditions of Netsuke and
Ojime. The works take equally from the past and from imagined futures,
creating a distinct space filled with both questioning reverie and the subtle
silences of contemplation. There is a sense of other-ness which pervades
the work, yet there are deeply familiar elements, fusing the unknown and
the everyday, like a half-remembered dream at the edge of memory.
The work is constructed from a range of materials - bought plastic
models, objects found on the street, or cast components, which he
manipulates by hand using traditional jewellery techniques, sometimes

refining forms, sometimes eroding them. Through these delicate
manipulations a sense of preciousness and age is imbued.
Bastin’s work for the exhibition includes several wearable pieces and
objects exploring these personal mythologies. Referencing the forms
of Japanese adornment, seen on a recent residency in Tokyo, works
such as Panda San draw upon the rich historical and contemporary
culture of that country. All the works displayed blend the intangible with
the immediate, shifting the viewer’s perceptions in opposing directions.
Through this duality they allow glimpses of distant possibilities and
alternate places, fractured through time and our own imagining.

Panda San (detail) ; Polyurethane resin, polyester resin, epoxy, 925 silver ; 2007.

vernon bowden
Vernon Bowden explores socio-political issues such as the powerplay between states, and the conforming demands upon individuals
in their society. Through his potent use of iconically-loaded materials
masterfully recontextualised, he underlines the absurdity of modern sites
of crisis such as gender stereotypes, colonial occupation and excessive
consumerism, creating amuletic charms to ward off the malaise of past
and present ignorance.
Bowden’s main concerns are political, using technological artifacts and
materials as cyphers for the underlying principles and driving forces
behind the conflicts he describes. He also reflects upon the mindless
development of technology unchecked by thoughts of application or
possible consequence. Using potent objects from diverse origins, he
re-shapes original material into alternate forms, questioning and
expressing discontent by juxtaposing our conception of the original
object with the new form he creates. A Diet Coke can is cast into the form
of an idealised Barbie head, playful toy soldiers are cast from a crashed
war-time aeroplane engine. References converge, correlations appear,
and a strong dialogue emerges between the original form and
the transmuted form.

The artist’s use of such contextually-loaded materials requires a
strict adherence to respectful processes and methods that allow
the meanings and overtones of the original objects to speak through
as honestly as possible, albeit twisted to tell a subversive tale. His
processes of making are varied, beginning with the acquisition of specific
objects that retain their history of use within a particular context. Many
of these found objects are metal, which he melts and re-casts using
traditional casting processes. The centring of his practice in jewellery is
fitting for the purpose of bringing such meaningful objects back into the
realm of the personal, initially through his intimate hand-crafted making
processes, and finally into direct bodily contact with the wearer.
Bowden’s work for this exhibition consists of several series centred on
recontextualised technological materials in a common form - the Barbie
doll. Using this form he traverses a range of issues including stereotypical
gender expectations, British colonial occupation in distant lands, the
mundane trappings of modern western suburbia, and the ridiculously
naïve early manipulations of atomic technologies. These works explore
the threads of a social fabric that is found to be divergent from the
superficial seamless ideal.

Terra nullius series ; Trinitite, 750 yellow gold, .75 calibre British musket balls c. 1800, silk ; 2007.

kirsty boyle
Kirsty Boyle shows us the world as the machine sees it, and through
those eyes, an image of ourselves reflected in the light of that technology.
Researching robotic image processing and non-verbal interactive systems
during her residency at the Artificial Intelligence Lab, Switzerland, she is
developing several bodies of work that chart our tenuous relationship
with robotics. She draws strongly upon a history of traditional mechanical
doll-making in Japan, which she has spent time studying under the only
remaining Karakuri master. These centuries-old strands of thought on
artificial life allow her to explore modern concerns about robotics within a
strong historical context.
At a fundamental level, her work questions the role of robotics, particularly
the replication of our own manners and modes of communication. Her
concerns navigate the leading edge of interactive communications and
seek to explore the intrinsic nature of robotics, whole in itself and separate
from ourselves. Perhaps guaranteeing our own individuality as distinctly
separate from machines, these inquiries also show us an external
viewpoint of ourselves. Her work hints at an expansion of our assumed
perception of robotics, allowing for an expression of its nature within its
own limitations and possibilities.

The artist’s practice includes mechanical performance-based work, AI
software systems, static sculpture and photography. Her process is
research based in a traditional sense, involving deep knowledge of her
subject from social and scientific aspects. Much of her work is collaborative
with experts in fields of intense specialisation.
Boyle's photographic work in this exhibition examines her own image
through the eyes of the machine, using robotic vision systems currently
under development in the AI Lab where she is undertaking her residency.
The images are reconstructed from pure data captured with robotic optics
and sensors, in much the same way that we reconstruct a picture in our
mind’s eye through electrical impulses from our retina. Mediated through
the digital divide, through processing systems and optics designed within
a preconceived framework of human vision, Kirsty creates a robotically
mediated self-portrait of humanity as we move deeper into our tangled
relationship with technology.
Kirsty Boyle thanks Kieran Madden for videography and Yvonne Gustain
for robotic vision systems and programming. Kirsty Boyle's work is
presented by The Australian Network for Art and Technology and the AILab,
University of Zurich, in association with the Australian Government through
the Australia Council for the Arts, its arts funding and advisory body.

arm iteration 5 (detail) ; lambda print ; 2007.

oron catts and ionat zurr
Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr bring the hopes and fears of biotechnology
into visceral reality with their live tissue works. Stripped of the abstract
perfection commonly used to portray biotechnology, their work explores
the reality of life manipulated through science. They question the scientific
processes at many levels, asking whether we are yet ready to capably
shoulder the broad new responsibility of so much freedom to alter the
processes of life.
Founding members of SymbioticA labs, Catts and Zurr comprise the Tissue
Culture and Art project. Concerned with life, especially at the levels of
tissue and individual cells, they use fragments of human and animal bodies
to explore their ideas. Their work within the project confronts issues of the
biological self and of the Other, our fears and our desires, and the ethics
of control in synthetic biology. They examine concerns from personal,
socio-political and economic perspectives, taking care not to present
black and white models of right and wrong. Their approach encourages
awareness and critical thought, asking where we should take check, what
is appropriate, and what it is that we really desire from an ever-advancing
knowledge of the mechanics of life.
The creation of their work is reliant upon sterile tissue samples in sealed
medical atmospheres under precise control. Standard methods of tissue

culture are used to create organic sculptures that are often displayed
whilst growing in a gallery space. Their installations sometimes incorporate
interactive aspects, from the relatively harmless inputting of desires and
fears into computer terminals, to a sit-down feast of synthetically grown
"meat" tissue as the culmination of an exhibition.
Catts’ and Zurr’s work for this exhibition consists of preserved specimens
and documentary photographs from their work The Semi Living Worry Dolls,
an installation of forms made from biodegradable polymer seeded with soft
connective tissue cells. Shaped after Guatemalan worry dolls, each of the
seven small sculptures represents an aspect of the fears and hopes of
genetic manipulation, ranging from those of "absolute truths" to the "fear of
hope" itself. The organic tissue cells grow over and ultimately replace the
polymer, creating living sculptures. At the end of the exhibition, members
of the public are invited to touch these semi-living dolls, introducing fatal
bacteria into their sterile growing environment, bringing about their demise
and implicitly involving us in the final process of the work.
Tissue Culture and Art is hosted in SymbioticA, the Art and Science
Research Laboratory, School of Anatomy and Human Biology, the
University of Western Australia.

The Semi-Living Worry Dolls (detail) ; McCoy cell line, biodegradable polymer, surgical sutures, glass vials, preserved in glycerine ; 2000.

leah heiss
Leah Heiss weaves hope and reality together in work that explores
the possible benefits of technology for mental, emotional and physical
well-being. Her artistic practice focuses upon ideas of social cohesion,
connectivity and care. She also undertakes collaborations with
specialists in the health sciences. To these partnerships she brings broad
social understanding, an aesthetic vision, and the hands of a maker.
Heiss’s exhibition work seeks to align the development and application
of technology more closely to our basic needs, exploring the possibilities
of enhancing our relationships with one another through technologicallyenabled objects and wearables. In her more commercial work with
Nanovic (an Australian organisation that promotes nanotechnologies
for industry) as its first artist in residence, she focuses upon the benefits
of new technologies to enhance health, with projects including a
necklace for water purification, and jewellery for the needle-free delivery
of drugs such as insulin. This work engages directly with the research,
development and manufacture of new technologies within a highly
commercial arena, pushing concerns of pure aesthetics and altruism
into meaningful dialogue with our modern commercial world. Mediating
between pure technology and practical purpose, Heiss highlights the

need for a sensitive application of technology to align with the emotional
needs and well-being of individuals.
The artist’s work is diverse in range, spanning hand-crafted and
manufactured pieces employing diverse techniques. Much of her work is
controlled by intricate electronics, with the behaviour of complex systems
requiring long and intense developmental stages for programming and
hardware interaction. Moving between bodies of work that are handcrafted and those that are designed for manufacture, she draws upon a
broad range of processes, in a manner that is both sensitive and practical.
Her work for fuse comprises a rapid-prototyped heart containing vibrating
motors within its hollow shell. The behaviour of the motors is governed
by a programmable micro-controller, allowing complex patterns to be
expressed. When taken in the hand, the heart “beats” at its own irregular
or arrhythmic rate, coming to rest again once it is placed back on display.
The beating heart invokes a sense of empathy when cradled in the palm,
using technology as a conduit to extend emotional connection.
Leah Heiss thanks Tom Frauenfelder, John Tee, Morgan McWaters and
Brad Marmion for their help in realising this project.

Arrhythmia ; Rapid-prototyped composite, lacquer, microprocessor, electronics, motors ; 2007.

ryota kuwakubo
Ryota Kuwakubo is a member of the Device Art project in Japan. Device
Art works within the spaces between art and technology, blurring
boundaries of art and commercial products. Kuwakubo’s work is
concerned with communication between people, mediated by electronic
means. Through shared environments and interfaces, multiple users
can enter or experience his often game-like works. There they take a
perceptual leap of faith to interact with one another and their assumed
perceptions of the world. This interaction is sometimes led by active
erosion or mutation of data, built into the design of the user interface,
creating a fluid and flexible realm of information.
Kuwakubo’s aesthetics combine retro gaming and modern minimalism to
create a style which is instantly accessible. This design ideology allows
many works to operate within a commercial realm as mass-produced
products. Exhibition pieces on the other hand, can be extraordinarily
time-consuming, crafted by hand with meticulous care and skill. This
merging of the commercial, the artistic, and the hand-made is a core idea
in the Device Art project, forming a complex relationship with contextual,
manufacturing and marketing viewpoints.

The artist’s work is technologically advanced, being comprised of
complex electronic components. It requires prototypes at many stages
to achieve the final seamless finish and functionality. Exhibition pieces
are crafted to the highest level from sheet plastics and specialised
components, with long hours spent developing software for individual
works. A core concern during the development of many works is the
ability to mass-manufacture the design, requiring knowledge of a broad
range of materials and processes.
This exhibition includes video documentation of Kuwakubo’s latest work
Sightphone, a camera which converts the light of visual images into sonic
soundscapes exploring texture and movement. The camera extends
our appreciation of the visual world past perceptual boundaries and
into synaesthetic realms of wonder. Also included in the exhibition is
Bitman, commercially manufactured by Maywadenki - a necklace with
a retro-styled LED display showing a small man who dances ever faster
the more the wearer moves. These works invoke the simplicity of play,
using high technology to create a space of joy and exploration, where the
realms of sensory perception open out to broad new possibilities.

left, Videobulb ; © Yoshimoto Co Ltd / Ryota Kuwakubo ; 2004. right, Bitman ; © Yoshimoto Co Ltd / Maywa Denki / Ryota Kuwakubo ; 2001.

mark vaarwerk
Mark Vaarwerk reconstructs the modern waste of ubiquitous plastic
packaging into wearable works of whimsy and multi-hued joy. Engaging
deeply with the materials and their methods of manipulation, his practice
redefines the status of plastic. His concerns with technology are
pragmatic and immediate, using basic hands-on technologies, such as
traditional fibre spinning and oven-based fusing, adapted to his purpose.
Vaarwerk’s recontextualisation of mass-produced packaging highlights
personal concerns about re-use and innovation. Yet there is also a sense
of irony in creating such sensationalist objects of desire, echoing the
lolly-shop marketing of the very packaging from which his basic materials
are derived. The viewer is made implicit in the duality of concerns for
responsible consumption and a desire for bright new things. There is a
sense of indulgence in these works, both complicated and justified by
the original sources of the materials.
The artist’s processes are a mixture of techniques adapted from
metalworking, spun fibre production and candy-making. His use of the
drop-spindle to spin twine from plastic bags and the oven-based fusing

of softened plastics in simple moulds show his ability to take hold of
disparate technologies and apply them at fundamental levels of making.
These working methods are of prime importance to his practice,
the process forming an underpinning framework to his ideologies.
Vaarwerk’s work for this exhibition continues his fascination with
plastic, with wearable pieces spun, rolled, melted and cut from recycled
packaging. As touchstones to the idea of re-use, bracelets such as
HOJ Bracelet, made of twined strands of plastic bag wrapped around
a silver core, remind us of vibrant alternatives for our waste. The range
of wearables presented here includes forms he uses in his commercial
work, as well as more immediate and playful pieces meanderingly
exploring innovative possibilities of re-use.

far left, Orange Bubble Tea ring and Green Bubble Tea ring ; Plastic bubble tea drinking straws, 375 red and white golds ; 2007.
top left, untitled ; Plastic bubble tea drinking straw, double-sided tape ; 2007. top right, untitled ; Reach toothbrush handle ; 2007.
far right, untitled ; plastic wendy’s ice cream topping bottle ; 2007. front, HOJ Bracelet ; hand-spun plastic bag, sterling silver ; 2007.
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“Taratological Prototypes”, ZeroOne/ISEA06, in collaboration with Bioteknica, San Jose, USA.
“Pig Wings & Remains of Disembodied Cuisine”, Strange Attractors: charm between Art
and Science, Zendai Museum of Modern Art, Shanghai, China.
“The DIY De-victimizer Kit Mark One (DVK m1)”, Días de Bioarte’06, Centre d’Art Santa
Mònica, Barcelona.
2005
“The remains of Disembodied Cuisine”, Today in Paradise, Götenberg New Media Arts
Festival, Sweden.
“The Pig Wings Project”, Organismos: esto es vida, Central Plaza de Catalunya, Barcelona.
2004
“Extra Ear _ Scale”, in collaboration with Stelarc, Art in the Biotech Era, Adelaide
International Arts Festival, Adelaide.
“The Remains of Disembodied Cuisine”, Spike , UTS, Sydney.
2003
“Extra Ear _ Scale”, Kapelica Gallery, Ljubljana, Slovenia.
“The Pig Wings Project”, Boston CyberArts Festival, DeCordova Museum,
Massachusetts, USA.
2002
“Biofeel”, Biannual of Electronic Arts Perth 2002, Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts,
curator and participating artists.
“The Tissue Culture & Art(ificial) Womb III”, Unmediated Vision, Salina Art Center,
Kansas, USA.

Selected Exhibitions
2006
“Robot Culture”, Consulate-General of Japan, Melbourne.
“Traditions and Departures: highlighting Japanese influences in Australian craft and
design”, Australia Japan Year of Exchange Exhibition, Craft ACT, Canberra.
2005-06 “Otakulture”, Rocket Art Gallery, in conjunction with 2005 Electrofringe Festival,
Newcastle; The Whitehouse, Brisbane; Manning Regional Art Gallery, Taree.
2004
“Mechalust”, with Tetsuto Takahashi, Sum Guy & Linda Erceg, Straight Out Of Brisbane
Festival, TC Beirne Centre, Brisbane. Curated by Thea Baumann.
“Netart from Asian/Pacific Region”, JAVA-Joint Advanced Virtual Affairs Museum, curated
by Agricola de Cologne, launched at the Thailand New Media Arts Festival.
“karakuri”, in conjunction with 2004 Next Wave Festival, North Melbourne Town Hall,
Melbourne.
Selected Writing and Websites
2006
Chapter commissioned for “The Mechanical Moving: From Automata to Robots”
exhibition catalogue, Hangaram Design Museum in Seoul Arts Center, Korea.
2003
Produced http://www.karakuri.info, online English archive about Karakuri tradition.

Leah Heiss

Ryota Kuwakubo

Melbourne, Australia

Tokyo, Japan.

Currently Artist in Residence at Nanotechnology Victoria.

Currently developing new sensor technologies for application in his exhibition work.

Academic History
2004-06 Masters of Design, Spatial Information Architecture Laboratory, RMIT University.
1999-02 BA Interior Design with 1st class Honours, RMIT University.
1991-93 BA Communications, University of Canberra.

Academic History
2001
International Academy of Media Arts and Sciences, Japan.
1996
MA Design (Plastic Art and Mixed Media) University of Tsukuba, Japan.
1993
Plastic Art and Mixed Media, University of Tsukuba, Japan.

Selected Professional Experience
2003Lecturer, Interior Design, RMIT University.
2004-06 Post Graduate Scholar, Spatial Information Architecture Laboratory, RMIT University.
2002-04 Interior Designer, NH Architecture.

Selected Grants and Awards
2003
Honorary Mention, Interactive Art, Ars Electronica, Linz, Austria.
2003
Grand Prize, Art Division, Japan Media Arts Festival.
2002
Honorary Mention, Interactive Art, Ars Electronica, Linz, Austria.

Selected Grants and Awards
2007
SRC Grant, RMIT University.
2006
Emerging Researcher Grant, RMIT University.
2004
Australian Postgraduate Award.
2001
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program Scholarship.

Selected Exhibitions
2006
“Slowlife”, John Hansard Gallery, Southampthon, UK.
2005
“R/V”, Yamaguchi Center for Arts and Media, Japan.
“Rock The Future”, FACT, Liverpool, UK.
“Digital Play Ground”, Uijeonbu Art Center, Korea.
“Possible Futures”, Intercommunication Centre, Tokyo.
2004
“Roppongi Crossing”, Mori Art Museum, Tokyo.
“Nam June Paik Award”, Phoenixhalle, Dortmund, Germany.
“Japan Media Arts Festival”, Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography.
2003
“Ars Electronica”, OK Centrum, Linz, Austria.
“Tokyo Gadget”, Digital Art Festival, Panasonic Center, Tokyo.
2002
“SIGGRAPH”, Henry B Gonzalez Convention Center, San Antonio, USA.
“Design+”, Museum of Contemporary Art, Taipei, Taiwan.
2001
“Buzz Club”, MoMA, NY, USA.

Selected Exhibitions
2007
“Strangely Familiar”, SASA Gallery, Adelaide.
2006
“Empathy and the Space Between”, Brightspace Gallery, Melbourne.
2005
“Elastic Field”, West Space Gallery, Melbourne.
“Wearable Futures”, University of Wales, Newport, UK.
2004
“Architecture Biennale Beijing”, UHN Global Village, Beijing, China.
“(IM)Material”, First Site Gallery, Melbourne.

Mark Vaarwerk
Brisbane, Australia.
Currently extending his range of wearables for exhibition and retail.
Academic History
1996-97 Associate Diploma of Arts (Jewellery Design), Enmore Design Centre, Sydney.
1992-95 Bachelor of Science (Botany), incomplete, University of New South Wales, Sydney.
Selected Grants and Awards
2007
Australia Council for the Arts, Skills and Arts Development Grant - London Studio.
2004
Residency at The Hub, Centre for Contemporary Craft, Design and Making, Sleaford, U.K.
2003
HAT Jewellers Exchange Program, The Pearoom, Heckington, U.K.
1999
Crafts Queensland Mentorship grant, funded by Australia Council for the Arts, mentoring
under Tracey Clement, Sydney.
Selected Exhibitions
2007
“50 brooches”, Craft Queensland Gallery, Brisbane.
2006
“round”, double solo show with Vicki Mason, Workshop Bilk, Queanbeyan.
“Australian jewelers’ group exhibition”, through Object, Sydney, exhibiting at Gallery Deux
Poissons, Tokyo, and touring Japan.
“City of Hobart Art Prize”, Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, Hobart.
“re-frame”, Ivan Dougherty Gallery, Sydney.
2005
“new work mark vaarwerk”, Window Display, Collect, Sydney.
“plastic fantastic”, Craft Queensland Gallery, Brisbane.
2004
“Ring”, Gallery Deuxpoissons, Tokyo.
2003-05 “HAT Australia Jewellery Exchange Exhibition”, touring through Australia and England.
2002
“Australian Korean Foundation 10th Anniversary Celebration Exhibition”, Mokkumto Gallery,
Seoul, Korea.
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